
Bengali Cultural Society 

You are welcome to come and watch a Sitar recital 
by Sitar Maestro Partha Sarathi Chatterjee and 
Amod Dandavate on the Tabla 

Partha Sarathi Chatterjee is one of the leading sitarists of his generation who comes from one of the legendary 
musical lineages of Kolkata (Calcutta, India). He divides his time between Kolkata and New Jersey where he is 
a visiting faculty at TaalSadhana School of Indian Classical Music. He devotes his six months in NJ to a circuit of 
invited musical performances all across the USA, while he performs actively in India during the Winter music 
festivals. He is also a much sought after star performer in the US, Europe and India. He has developed a 
unique style on the sitar, exemplified by evocative fluidity of his 4-scale alaap (the vocal gayaki ang), bal-
anced in equal parts with a supreme command of a contrasting vibrant staccato and rhythmic overtures. 
Through his tutelage in the varied styles of classical music of India (Senia-Maihar and Imdadkhani) and influ-
ences of the Kasur-Patiyala style, Partha Sarathi Chatterjee has melded a unique aesthetic that is seldom seen 
in the new exponents of sitar today. 
http://www.parthasarathichatterjee.com/ 
 
Amod Dandawate has been primarily trained in the Farrukhabad style under the discipleship of Pt. Samir 
Chatterjee. As a child he was exposed to the music of Tabla by his father Late Dr. Vasantrao Dandawate, but 
started his serious pursuit of the art form only after completing his bachelor’s degree in Engineering. He re-
ceived initial guidance and encouragement from Shafaat Khan while performing as his accompanist and then 
spent some time taking lessons from Ust. Zakir Hussain. Having settled in New Jersey since 1997 he finally 
found his Guru in Pt. Samir Chatterjee, a well known Maestro of the Farrukhabad gharana 
(http://www.tabla.org). He has been receiving careful guidance in the guru-shishya parampara from Samirji 
for over a decade. Besides performing solo Tabla, Amod has supported classical Indian music performances 
and activities in the tri-state area as an able accompanist and a teacher as well. He maintains an ac-
tive concert schedule and has accompanied many major artistes from India and the US. Apart from being a 
musician, Amod also holds a Doctorate in Electrical Engineering. 

Indian Cultural Center  
820 Route 73 S, Marlton, NJ 08053 

SATURDAY, OCTOBER 27 AT 5:00 PM 

This event is organized by the Bengali Cultural Society at a fee of $15 per person with food and $5 per 
person with no food.  

You can go to https://bcssj.org to register online or buy the tickets at the gate. To register online 
please go to Lakshmi Puja event and then click on register link. 
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